The task of handling non-rigid one-dimensional objects by a robot manipulation system is investigated. To distinguish between different non-rigid object behaviors, five classes of deformable objects from a robotic point of view are proposed. Additionally, an enumeration of all possible contact states of one-dimensional objects with polyhedral obstacles is provided. Finally, the qualitative motion behavior of linear objects is analyzed for stable point contacts. Experiments with different materials validate the analytical results.
Introduction
The manipulation of rigid objects by robots has been investigated for several decades. Less work has been done investigating the manipulation of nonrigid or deformable objects. Here, we focus on the one-dimensional or linear deformable objects, such as cables, wires, ropes, strings, beams, etc. This task has various application fields, for example, hot-wire maintenance [Nakashima95], cable form assembly, or production of control cabinets. The main problem of manipulating these objects is that they may change their shape during manipulation.
To cope with this problem, one approach is to estimate the shape of the deformable objects by calculating an internal model and simulate the object behavior. A static model for objects and obstacles can be calculated in two [Hirai94] or three [Wakamatsu95] dimensions. An extension leads to a dynamic model of deformable linear objects m akamatsu971. On the one hand, the object shape can be calculated with these methods precisely (direct simulation problem). On the other hand, it is not clear how to use the object models to control the robot motion, that is, to solve the inverse simulation problem. Additionally, the shape calculation can be very time consuming.
Another approach is to employ sensor systems to detect the object's shape. Vision systems can be used for example to guide the robot motion while making a knot into a rope [Inoue83] or to detect the shape of a flexible beam while inserting into a hole [Zheng9 1, Nakagaki961. Forcdtorque sensors can %ara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST), Graduate School of Information Science, Nara, Japan, e-mail: ogasawar@is.aist-nara.ac.jp http: //cairo.aist-nara.ac.jp/ be used to detect buckling while inserting flexible beams into a hole [Nakagaki95, Kraus971. Same as with the model-based approaches, the sensor-based approaches are quantitative ways to measure or calculate the shape. A qualitative sensor-based approach to manipulate deformable linear objects is skill-based manipulation. Manipulation skills are motion primitives to achieve a particular target state of the manipulated object. They are specified in the task domain independently of the robot hardware and hide control procedures and sensor feedback to the programmer.
Skills are robust and overcome residual errors and uncertainties in both, models and manipulator movements. For example, for rigid polyhedral objects, the manipulation skills serve as transitions between contact states and simplify programming of a model-based manipulation system Basegawa921. The sequence of manipulation skills can then be extracted automatically from the motion performed by an operator in a simulator [Onda95] .
The basic precondition of slull-based manipulation is the identification of object states. Then, the manipulation skills may serve as transitions between these states. The question is what kind of state models can be used for deformable objects. Topological states, such as provided by the knot theory, use the number and kind of crossings of the linear object (with itself) [Crowe1177] . For rigid objects, contact states differ in the involved type and number of geometric primitives [Suehiro89] . Shape states are determined by calculating the pre cise or approximate object geometry [wakamatsu95, Higashijima981 and can hardly be distinguished in a symbolic way. Position states use the location and orientation of geometric primitives relative to other geometric primitives [Morrow97] .
In this paper, we investigate contact states and point contacts of deformable linear objects. The results may serve as the first steps to apply the concept of skill-based manipulation to deformable linear objects. For this, we have to come up with an answer to the following questions: How can deformable objects be classified from a robotic point of view (Section 2)? What are the possible contact states of deformable linear objects (Section 3)? How do deformable linear objects in contact move qualitatively (Section 4)? What are the conclusions and future work (Section 5)?
Object classification
When handling non-rigid objects, one has to face the problem that there are many different kinds of properties of object material. They result in different approaches to handle the objects by robots. Thus, it is helpful to distinguish between the behavior of different deformable objects. Here, we propose five classes of deformable objects from a robotic point of view. Especially, the qualitative issues are regarded.
There have been done various works in this direction in material science [Fung65] . Our classification is based on this work. For robotic application, additional properties have to be considered. This is due to the fact that in robotic applications the objects are moved. Especially, a change in the object orientation is important. For the many materials occurring in robot handling applications, there are two basic types of de formations: The elastic deformation disappears after forces relax. The plastic deformation remains after forces relax. The viscous deformation is not re garded here. Five deformation classes based on these definitions are introduced in the following.
When handling a deformable object, it is important to have some indication in which way its shape will change. For classifying different objects or their material, we use two important measures, the applied force and the resulting deformation, which are regarded only qualitatively.
For the force applied to the object, it is sufficient to regard only the amount 1 4 of force because we assume an isotrop material, thus, the direction of the force can be neglected. Additionally, 1 4 ranges within some minimum force and maximum value Fmin and F,,,,,, respectively, because of the robot's mechanical constraints. Within this range, the gravitation force is important. All these values are constant for one robot but may differ for different robots.
For the resulting deformation of the object, we restrict ourselves to some scalar measure ID1 of the deformation, thus, the object shape is neglected. Additionally, (Dl ranges within some D,, and D,,,. Below Dmin the deformation is not important for the considered application and beyond D, , the object may be destroyed. Within this range, the deformation amount D,,, indicates the limit, where the reversible (elastic) deformation changes to an irreversible (plastic) one. All these values are constant for a specific material and for a specific application but may change for different applications. Based on these two measures, the following five deformation classes can be distinguished (see Figure  1) . Objects with deformations less than Dmin (e.g., short steal tubes) are called non-deformable and belong to the class N. Between D, , and D,,,, elastic deformation takes place. If a force less than gravity already results in an elastic object deformation, then this object is called highly elastic deformable and belongs to class E+. Thus, objects in E+ (e.g., long spring steal) may change their shape if the robot gripper grasping the objects changes its orientation, If a force greater than gravitation is necessary for an elastic object deformation, then the objects will not change their shape due to a change in orientation (e.g., short spring steal). Thus, these objects are called low elastic deformable and belong to class E-. Between 0," and D,,,, plastic deformation takes place and the classification is analog to the case of elastic deformation. Thus, highly and low plastic deformable objects belong to classes P+ and P-aud will deform if a force smaller and greater than gravity is applied (e.g., ropes and short iron wires), respectively.
A summary of the different deformation classes and corresponding example objects is given in Figure 2 . Please note that some materials may belong to multiple classes depending on the applied force. The shape of an object can depend only on the obstacle contacts or additionally on the orientation of the object. This is the intuitive difference between classes X+ and X-, X E {E, P). Furthermore, the shape can depend only on the current state or additionally on the former states. This is one difference between classes E r and P r . In Figure 2 , these influence factors on the object geometry are listed for each deformation class. The more shape influencing factors exist, the more complex is the handling task. Thus, the number of factors indicates the complexity of the deformation classes. This results in N containing the easiest objects and P+ the most difficult objects concerning their automatic handling by robots.
Contact states
A very frequent task of robot manipulators is to achieve a contact situation of one object with some other object(s). To solve this type of tasks for deformable objects, it is important to know what According to the increasing complexity of the deformation classes in the previous section, we will start with the simplest deformable linear objects, that is, objects in class E-. Additionally, we restrict ourselves to investigate deformable linear objects in contact only with polyhedral and rigid objects (called "obstacles" in the sequel). Finally, we focus on geometry and kinematics, thus, neither friction nor forces are regarded. This leads us to a more qualitative point of view.
The situation of two objects in contact is mainly characterized by the object shapes. The object shape itself can be characterized by a set of geometric primitives. For polyhedral objects, these primitives are vertices, edges and faces. For linear objects, we regard the tips at both ends each as a vertex and the peace in-between as one edge. This model holds true for most thin linear objects. In the case that the cross-section cannot be neglected, the object is not linear anymore and has to be modeled, for example, as a (general) cylinder.
When primitives of a polyhedral obstacle and a linear object are in contact, different contact states can be observed. An enumeration of all possible contact states is given in Figure 3 . Within these contact states, two different contact types can be distinguished: point contact and line contact. They are characterized by the dimension (0 or I) of the contact area of the two touching primitives. The contact states have different properties concerning their stability. For better identification of these properties, we may think of a linear object being deformed to some extend, while having contact with an obstacle. Then, a contact state is stuble, if a small movement of the object in any direction will not change the contact state. Otherwise, a contact state is not stable. For handling deformable objects, the stable contact states are important.
After introducing the contact states and their properties, the question is whether they are defined in a useful way. We can give a positive answer by providing various examples for contact situations in Figure 4 . The examples show that the introduced contact states can be easily used to characterize very different contact situations with single or multiple contacts. These situations include contacts of the linear object with other (rigid) obstacles as well as contacts with itself. Additionally, compared to the other state models mentioned in Section 1, the contact states capture all important aspects for handling deformable linear objects by robot manipulators.
Concerning the contact states in general, the objects can perform different types of motion. For a rigid object, there are the contact and free motion establishing and releasing the contact state, respectively. The rotute or slide motion does not change the contact state but changes the orientation or position of the object, respectively. For deformable . objects, additionally, the deform motion changes the shape of the object.
Point contacts
To enable a robot manipulator to handle deformable linear objects automatically, it is important to know how the object behaves when being in contact with some obstacles. Here, we are interested mainly in the qualitative behavior. Thus, in the following sections, we will answer questions like: What is the resulting motion of one end of a linear object if the other end is moved? For rigid objects, the answer is rather simple but not so for deformable objects.
The qualitative motion behavior of linear objects is investigated here for stable point contacts. Unstable contact states are only intermediate and finally lead to stable ones. Line contacts have a restricted motion behavior compared to point contacts. Especially, we concentrate on edgdedge point contacts, which give a good illustration of the effects. Analogous investigations can be performed for other stable contact states. All investigations are illustrated by a projection of the objects onto a 2-dimensional plane orthogonal to the obstacle edge.
Motion type areas
An object can be moved in space by translations, rotations, or any combination of those. Rotations can be characterized by the rotation center and rotation angle. Translations can be viewed as a special case of (generalized) rotations with the rotation centers lying in infinity perpendicular to the direction of the translation. It is sufficient to regard only clock-wise rotations since the results for counter-clockwise rotations can be retrieved by a mirrored setup along a vertical symmetry axis.
The basic setup of a deformable linear object having point contact with a rigid polyhedral obstacle in point c is shown in Figure 5 . The axis T indicates the tangent of the linear object in c. The axis N indicates the normal to T in c. These axes form a local coordinate system Iwv. For the rotation center areas of the rotate, slide, and freekontact motions, deformable objects behave in the same way as rigid objects. Since rigid objects and their motion types have already been investigated earlier in [Suehiro89] , it is sufficient to concentrate on the deform motion added for d e formable objects. This will be done in the next sections for straight linear objects.
Deformation without motion
A deformation motion leads to a change in shape without changing the contact state. Thus, it does not necessarily lead to a movement in the contact point c. This effect occurs only for deformable objects and, therefore, will be investigated in this section.
Our experimental setup for deformations without motion of a linear object with contact point c is illustrated in Figure 5 . Contrasting with motions of rigid objects, here, the motion types depends additionally on the location of the effect point e of the motion. The position and orientation of the effect point before and after moving the object is indicated by e and e', respectively. The experimental results for an electric cable belonging to class E-(Yazaki, 1997, 0.5 mm', 4 wires) are shown in Figure 6 . They are based on the setup in Figure 5 , indicated by c , T , and N . The linear object and the obstacle are hidden for clarity.
In each effect point e with a certain distance to the contact point c, we fix the orientation of the linear object and adjust the location of the resulting e' in !rent rotation center areas for effect point e located to the 2D plane such that the linear object does neither rotate nor slide in c. The resulting effect points e' with corresponding orientation are located on a line pointing to the contact point c . This effect was validated by our simulation system for deformable linear objects based on [Wakamatsu97] . Additionally, we have determined the corresponding rotation centers by geometric construction. The resulting rotation centers for each distance between e and c are located in clusters along T.
There are two applications of these results: First, a robot manipulator may deform the linear object without any movement in c by rotating around the corresponding rotation center. Second, if friction can be neglected, a robot manipulator may slide a linear object without changing the orientation in the contact point c by moving along a straight line through c in Figure 6 .
Deformation with motion
Similar to rigid objects, deformable objects may have a resulting motion in the contact point if they are moved. Additionally, deformable objects may change their shape during this motion. This can lead to some surprising effects for the resulting motion in the contact point, which are investigated in this section.
As before, we are interested only in the qualitative motion behavior of the linear object in the contact point. In this point, it is reasonable to distinguished the basic motion types slide and rotation a bit further. The slide motion is subdivided into left slide (S-), right slide (S,) and no slide (So), The rotation motion is subdivided into negative or clock-wise rotation (RJ, positive or counter-clockwise rotation (R+), and no rotation (Ro). The three slide and rotation motions can be determined independently.
Since for deformable objects, the location of the effect point e is important, we have to distinguish between e lying to the left or to the right of the contact point c. Please remember that it is sufficient to regard only the area with the deform mo- tion type (rotation center left to N ) , which is specific for deformable objects.
Let us assume that e is right of c as illustrated in Figure 7a . As soon as e is moved downwards, the linear object will rotate clockwise in c, which holds true for rotation centers left of N (where the main motion component is a downwards translation). If e is additionally moved to the left or to the right, this results in a left or right slide, which holds true for rotation centers above or below T , respectively. A rotation center lying on T results in no slide (So), because there is no left or right movement of e. Please note that, for a small movement with the rotation center on T , the linear object at first only rotates in c. At the same time, the tangent rotates too, and the (unchanged) rotation center is moved below the tangent. Then, the linear objects slides additionally to the right in c. Thus, So is a small rotation center area forming a transition between S-and S,. Now, let us assume that e is left of c as illustrated in Figure 7b . The rotation center areas for the left, right, and no slide are the same as for e being to the right of c. On the one hand, if e is additionally moved downwards the linear object will rotate counter-clockwise in c (R,), which (at least) holds true for rotation centers left of e. On the other hand, if the rotation center lies on* N and especially in c, the linear object will rotate clockwise in c (R-). Thus, similar to the slide transition, there has to be a transition area R, between R-and R, (between c and e , respectively). Since the setup and the slide behavior are symmetrical to the horizontal axis T , there is a strong indication that the transition a m R, is a line orthogonal to T.
Here, rotation centers in infinity are excluded, which lead only to slide motions. This rather surprising effect is validated by some experimental results in Figure 8 . As deformable linear object, we used a pneumatic hose (Polyurethane, 4md6mm inner/outer diameter). For the same setup as in Figure 7b , we chose different rotation centers, rotated the effect point e clockwise, and observed the resulting motion of the linear object in the contact point c. In the figure, the resulting rotation center areas are separated by lines. Besides of some small measuring artifacts, the motion behavior is the same as predicted in Figure 7b . This experiment is conducted for a distance between c and e of 10 cm and 20 cm in Figure 8a and b, respectively. The vertical transition line between R-and R, seems to be at a certain proportion between c and e.
We have performed further experiments, which are not shown here. One kind assumes the more simple case of Figure 7a . Another kind uses other linear objects of deformation class E-, such as spring steal (0.5 mm x 18 mm cross-section) or electrical cable (Yazaki, 1997, 0.5 mm2, 4 wires). A last kind investigates objects in P-(carbon wire, 2mm diameter). Additionally, we executed all motions types of Figure 7b by an industrial robot manipulating a pneumatic hose. All experimental results validate the presented analysis.
Conclusions and future work
As conclusion, we have experienced during our work that the introduced classification of deformation classes helps very much to distinguish different object materials and the behavior to be expected. Additionally, the presented specification of contact states of linear objects with polyhedral obstacles provides a good basis to develop manipulation skills for deformable objects. Finally, the analysis of most frequent (point) contact state shows that a qualitative motion behavior of linear objects can be recognized, which may be exploited for manipulation skills. Thus, this seems to be a promising qualitative approach for robust manipulation of deformable linear objects avoiding the explicit modeling and calculation of the object shape.
The results for single point contacts can easily be used for multiple point contacts. For this, rotation center areas of the single contacts can be overlapped according to the actual situation. This holds true even if the effect points lie on different sides.
To achieve an overall motion of the linear object, the rotation center has to be chosen from the overlapping area of the single contact points yielding the necessary motion in each contact.
Currently, we are developing the corresponding manipulation skills for deformable linear objects. Future work will include the investigation of the remaining contact states, such as edge contacts.
